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Introduction
We congratulate you for choosing a product designed and
manufactured with cutting-edge technology.
In this manual you will find all the information on the PIZZAFORM
series of electronically controlled pizza hot-formers.
The product is checked and tested in the Manufacturer’s plant
before being delivered to the customer.
The “production process check sheet” enclosed with it
guarantees that each step in the production process, from
assembly to packaging, was carefully checked from both the
operating and safety standpoints.
Before the installation, read the content of this manual
carefully: it contains important information regarding product
assembly and safety regulations.

Technical service
Your Dealer can solve any technical problem regarding use and
maintenance.
Do not hesitate to contact him in case of doubt.
CUPPONE 1963
Cuppone F.lli S.r.l.
Via Sile, 36
31057 Silea (TV) - ITALY
T +39 0422 361143
F +39 0422 360993
info@cuppone.com - www.cuppone.com
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Our company was founded in 1963 by the Lorenzo, Luigi and
Paolo Cuppone brothers. It immediately specialized in the
production of ovens and equipment to prepare and cook pizza.
The constant research and experimentation of new equipment
that are even now the strength of our company, have led us
to design and patent the machinery and ovens that have
revolutionized the way pizza is made.
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Safety instructions
• Read this guide carefully before using and maintaining the appliance, and keep it with care in an
accessible place for any future consultation by
the various operators.
• Moreover, the manual must always accompany
the product through its life, even in case of
transfer.
• Before performing any maintenance, disconnect
the electricity supply.
• Unauthorised actions, tampering or modifications that do not follow the information provided in this manual can cause damages, injuries or
fatal accidents and null and void the warranty.
• Use or maintenance that fail to comply with the
instructions in this manual may cause damage,
injury or fatal accidents.
• The serial plate provides important technical
information. This is vital in case of a request for
maintenance or repair of the equipment: please
do not remove, damage or modify it.
• Some parts of the equipment can reach high
temperatures. We advise you to avoid touching
surfaces and not to get materials either flammable or sensitive to heat near the appliance.
• Do not rest objects on the product, above all if
built in material sensitive to heat.
• The equipment has been designed to spread
pizza dough balls; any other use is to be
considered improper.
• These appliances are intended to be used
for commercial applications, for example in
restaurant kitchens, canteens, hospitals and
commercial companies such as bakeries,
Ed. 0121 - 70702572 REV03
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butcher shops, etc., but not for the continuous
and mass production of food. A use other
than the stated one is considered improper,
potentially dangerous for people and animals
and might permanently damage the appliance.
The improper use of the equipment shall void
the warranty.
This appliance can be used by children aged
from 8 years and above and persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or
lack of experience and knowledge if they have
been given supervision and instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazard involved. Children must not
play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not be made by children without
supervision.
The staff using the appliance must be
professionally prepared and periodically trained
on its use, as well as the safety and accident
prevention regulations.
Children must be supervised to make sure they
do not play with the appliance or parts of it.
FIRE RISK: leave the area around the appliance
free and clean from fuels. Do not store flammable materials near this appliance.
WARNING: RISK OF EXPLOSION! It is forbidden
to use the product in environments at risk of
explosion.
WARNING: always switch off the main switch
when you finish using the appliance, above
all during cleaning or in cases of prolonged
downtime.
If you notice any anomaly (e.g. damaged power
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cable, etc.), malfunction or fault, do not use
the appliance and contact a Service Centre
authorized by the Retailer. Demand original
spare parts, or the Warranty will be null and void.
To avoid risks, if the power cable is damaged,
it must be replaced by a Service Centre, the
Retailer, its service agent or qualified personnel.
Place the emergency phone numbers in a visible
location.
Monitor the appliance during its entire operation, do not leave dishes in the product unattended!
Failure to follow these regulations may cause
damage or even fatal injury, subsequently
invalidating the guarantee and relieving the
Manufacturer of all liability.
We recommend you have the appliance checked
by an Authorized Service Centre at least once a
year.

Safety instructions
Symbols applied to the machine
Hazard due to
moving parts

Risk of electrocution

Area with risk of finger and head crushing

Risk due to scalding
surface

ATTENZIONE
Prima di utilizzare l'apparecchiatura leggere
attentamente il manuale allegato.
ATTENTION
Before using the appliance, carefully read the
enclosed booklet.
ATTENZIONE
In caso di arresto del piatto spegnere e riaccendere
la macchina. Non forzare.
ATTENTION
In case of arrest of the plate, switch off and turn on
the machine. Do not force it.

Risk of crushing fingers

• WARNING: When the plate stops, switch the
machine off and on again. Do not force it.
• WARNING: Read the attached manual carefully
before using the equipment.
Earthing symbol

Equipotential
4

Safety instructions
• Risk analysis
• The machine was designed in compliance with
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC and Legislative
Decree 27 January 2010, No.17.
• Following these rules, an assessment was made
of the possible extent of the damage as a
consequence of the risk to the health and safety
of the operators of the machine in question,
deriving from the occurrence of a hazard.
• According to these analyses, there are residual
risks linked to the use of the machine which
cannot be eliminated without a loss of
functionality and greater financial burden.
• These residual risks are:
•
The operator's head or hands could
be crushed by the plates during the
opening movement. The residual
risk is indicated by this pictogram
placed on the machine.
• Risk of breaking and projection of objects due to
blade insertion in the protections during closing.
Do not insert your hands or other objects
into the protective grille while the machine
is moving, not even to unlock the plates.

• If the machine is blocked, switch it off and on
again.
•
Risk of crushing your fingers at the
base of the platter piston. The base
of the piston is flared to allow the
finger to slide and prevent it being
trapped; there remains a minimal residual risk of
finger crushing if forced into position. Do not
attempt to intervene at the base of the piston
with the machine in motion. The residual risk is
indicated by this pictogram placed on the
machine.
•
Risk of burns when touching the
plates: during use, the surfaces of
the plates become hot, special
caution is recommended.
The residual risk is indicated by this pictogram.

The company cannot be held liable for any print or transcription
errors, reserving the right to make changes where deemed
suitable without prior notice.
Partial reproduction without the Manufacturer's consent
is prohibited. Measurements are purely indicative and not
binding.
The original language used to prepare this manual is English:
the Manufacturer is not responsible for any translation/
interpretation or print errors.
Ed. 0121 - 70702572 REV03
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Safety instructions
Important safety precautions

Fig. 1

Fig. 1
Some parts of the equipment (e.g. The plates) can reach
high temperatures. We advise you to avoid touching
surfaces and not to get materials either flammable or
sensitive to heat near the appliance.
Do not place any solid or liquid objects on the product,
above all if alcoholic or made of heat-sensitive materials.
Always switch off the master switch when you finish
using the appliance, above all during cleaning or in
cases of prolonged downtime.
For safety reasons, releasing the protective grille during
the ascent of the lower plate, the movement stops and
is immediately reversed.
Fig. 2
• In the event that the lower plate fails to complete the crushing action in the preset time, the displays show the words
"Err rot", in this case the lower plate will remain blocked.
To lower the plate, switch the machine off and on again and
start a new cycle by lowering the protection grille.
• To lower the plate during a cycle already started, simply
release the protection, in this case the plate will return to the
starting position.

Fig. 2

1h
6

Notes
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Basic notions
Knowing the appliance

Fig. 3

1

The appliance is a special press to form
dough pizza disks. Its operation is quite simple: lowering the
protection grille (1), the lower plate (3) approaches the upper
one (2) until it reaches the distance set with lever (5); this
way the dough ball is squashed between the plates. After the
set time the lower plate returns to the starting position.
It is therefore necessary to set only 4 parameters for the
operation (see chapter How to set the parameters on
page 10):
• the temperature of the upper plate;
• the temperature of the lower plate;
• the distance between the plates this adjustment defines the
desired diameter of the dough disk;
• how long the plates must stay in contact the contact time
fixes the size of the dough disk after squashing it.
For some tips about the values to set, see the table on
page 12.
Fig. 3 The main parts of the machine are:
Cycle start and protection grille: prevents you from
inserting your hands between the plates while the cycle is
in progress; if the protection is released during flattening,
the movement of the lower plate is immediately
interrupted and reversed.
2 Upper plate
3 Lower plate
4 Control panel and emergency STOP button
5 Flattening adjustment lever: varies the distance
between the two plates and therefore the thickness of the
dough disk; by moving the lever in a counter-clockwise
direction the thickness decreases, moving it in a clockwise
direction increases the thickness.
6 Adjusting lever stop: determines the minimum distance
that can be set between the plates
7 Lifting point (mount the eyebolt supplied)
8 Circuit breaker (only American market)
9 Equipotential
10 Supply cable (not present in the models for the American
market)
11 Adjusting feet

2

6

3
5

4
8

1

only
American
market

7
9

11

10
not present in the models for the American market
8
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Basic notions
How to switch the appliance ON
A

C

B

D

E

H

F

G

L

I

N

M

A Display
Displays the actual temperature of the upper plate.
In the parameter setting phase it displays the
temperature set for the upper plate or the contact time
13
between the plates, pressing key (L).
B Display LED
If the LED is lit, it means that the element of the upper
plate is heating up to reach the set temperature.
If the
12
LED is off, the set temperature has been reached.
C Display
Displays the actual temperature of the lower plate.
In the parameter setting phase it displays the temperature set for the lower plate.
With the machine OFF, pressing the ON/OFF key (M)
for a few seconds displays the “countdown” time (programmed switch-on).
D LED display
If the LED is lit, it means that the element of the lower plate
is heating up to reach the set temperature. If the LED is off,
the set temperature has been reached.
E + key
Increases the temperature of the upper plate or the
contact time of the plates. With the machine OFF, it allows the display (A) and (C) of the number of flattenings
carried out.
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F - key
Decreases the temperature of the upper plate or the
contact time of the plates.
G + key
Increases the temperature of the lower plate.
H - key
Decreases the temperature of the lower plate.
I Timer LED
Fixed LED: with the machine ON, it means that the
contact time of the plates is being set.
Flashing LED: with the machine OFF, it indicates that the
programmed switch-on function is active.
L Timer key
With the machine ON, it allows setting the displayed
plate contact time in seconds (A).
M ON/OFF key
Turns the machine on and off; with the machine off,
pressed for a few seconds, activates the “countdown”
function (programmed switch-on).
N Emergency STOP button
When pressed, the red STOP
button switches the machine off
and prevents the lower plate
from raising in an emergency
(for instance if some foreign
object remains stuck between
the plates).
It must therefore be used
only when really necessary and not as an ON/
OFF switch to be used at the end of the work day.
If pressed, to restore the conditions of use, release the
button by turning it clockwise (the display will show the
message “PIF 197” which is NOT an alarm but indicates
the version of the board); then turn the machine back
on with the ON/OFF key (M) and restart the cycle as
usual, i.e. lowering the protection grille (1), to return the
plate to the starting position.

9

Fig. 4
The machine is switched on by pressing the ON/OFF (M) key.
After a few seconds, the display:
(A) displays the actual temperature of the upper plate
(C) displays the actual temperature of the lower plate.
If the machine does not switch on, check whether the
emergency STOP button; is locked; if so, unlock it by
turning it in a clockwise direction.

Fig. 4

A

C

M

Basic notions

A

How to set the parameters
It is therefore necessary to set only 4 parameters for the
operation:
• the temperature of the upper plate;
• the temperature of the lower plate;
• the distance between the plates this adjustment defines the
desired diameter of the dough disk;
• how long the plates must stay in contact the contact time
fixes the size of the dough disk after flattening it.
For some tips about the values to set, see the table on
page 12.

A

E
E

F
SETTING THE PLATE CONTACT TIME

F

What it is for: the contact time fixes the dimension of
the dough disk after flattening it.
Tips: Recommended time: 0.6-0.8 seconds.
This time varies according to the state of ripeness of the dough,
its temperature and the type of flour used.
For a not completely ripe or cold dough, which tends to shrink,
increase the contact time.
Fig. 7
You can set the contact time between plates from 0 to 10
seconds. To set this, press the “timer”(L) key; the led (I) lights
up, the display (A) starts flashing and shows the set time; press
the “+” (E) or “-” (F) keys until the desired time is reached.
The set time is stored when the display stops flashing.

Fig. 5

SETTING THE PLATE TEMPERATURE

Tips: we advise you to set the same temperature for both
upper and lower plate.
Recommended temperature: 150°-160°C (302°F - 320°F) to
be increased in case of intense work.
Fig. 5
To set the temperature of the upper plate, press the “+” (E) or
“-” (F) key; the display (A) starts to flash; press the “+” (E) or
“-” (F) key until the desired temperature is reached.
The set temperature is stored when the display stops flashing.
Fig. 6
To set the temperature of the lower plate, press the “+” (G) or
“-” (H) key; the display (C) starts flashing; press the “+” (G) or
“-” (H) key until the desired temperature is reached.
The set temperature is stored when the display stops flashing.

When the machine is switched off, the set contact
time will be kept in the memory and re-proposed
at the next power up.

ADJUSTING THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE PLATES
Fig. 6

C

H

G

C

H

G

What it is for: This adjustment is used to reach the

diameter of the dough disk, not to fix its size (for this
adjustment, act on the plate contact time).
Tips: When adjusting, the weight of the dough ball to be
pressed and the diameter to be reached must be considered.
Fig. 8
Rotate the lever (5) until the desired distance between the
plates is reached.
Moving the lever:
- anticlockwise the distance between the plates decreases
the dough disks are thinner
- clockwise the distance between the plates increases
the dough disks are thicker.

When the machine is switched off, the set
temperature will be stored and re-proposed at the
next power up.

The stop (6) prevents you from decreasing the distance
between the plates and consequently the dough thickness
excessively.
10

Basic notions
A

E

F

L

Fig. 9
In the standard configuration of the machine, the lower and upper plates are slightly flared at the end. A This serves to
accumulate a greater quantity of dough in the peripheral area of the disk; it will be used to develop the edge during cooking.

I

If the amount of dough used is too little B or the flattening setting is not correct C , the dough disk may not have a
well-developed edge.
If your machine has the plates without the flaring it will not be possible to obtain the edge.

Fig. 7

A

OPTIMAL RESULT:
- the distance between the plates is correct;
- the quantity of dough used is correct.

NON OPTIMAL RESULT
- the distance between the plates is correct;
- the quantity of dough used is not enough.
Increase the quantity of dough used.

6

B

NON OPTIMAL RESULT
- the quantity of dough used is incorrect;
- the distance between the plates is incorrect;
decrease it.

+

C
5

Fig. 8
Ed. 0121 - 70702572 REV03
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Basic notions
TIPS ON SETTING THE PIZZAFORM PARAMETERS
WHAT IT DETERMINES

RECOMMENDED VALUES
recommended temperature to be increased in case of intense work:
150°-160°C (302°F - 320°F)

PLATE TEMPERATURE Set the same temperature for both upper and lower plate.

recommended time:
0.6 - 0.8 seconds
PLATE CONTACT
TIME

DISTANCE BETWEEN
THE PLATES

The contact time fixes the size of the dough disk after flattening.

this time varies according to the state of ripeness of the dough, its temperature
and the type of flour used. For a not completely ripe or cold dough, which tends
to shrink, increase the contact time.

By turning the front lever (5) you set the desired distance between the
plates, by moving the lever counterclockwise the thickness decreases, by moving
This adjustment is used to reach the diameter of the dough disk, not to fix its
it clockwise the thickness increases.
size (for this adjustment, act on the contact time). When adjusting, the weight of
The closer the plates are, the thinner the dough disk will be.
the dough ball to be pressed and the diameter to be reached must be considered.
A stop (6) prevents you from decreasing the distance between the plates and
consequently the dough thickness excessively.

Characteristics of the dough to be
worked
For excellent final results, it is good to follow some indications
on the characteristics of the dough to be processed.

WHAT IT DETERMINES

RECOMMENDED VALUES
Model

WEIGHT OF THE
DOUGH

DOUGH
TEMPERATURE

The correct weight of the dough to process is
important for a good end result.

Correct ripeness and temperature of the dough
to be processed determine an easy achievement
of the diameter of the disk and a better result
during cooking; for this reason always use well
ripened and not cold dough (remove it from the
fridge at least two hours before starting to work).

12

From ...

To ...

PZF30

160 g [0.35 pounds] 300 g [0.66 pounds]

PZF35

200 g [0.44 pounds] 350 g [0.77 pounds]

PZF40

250 g [0.55 pounds]

PZF45

400 g [0.88 pounds] 600 g [1.32 pounds]

PZF50

600 g [1.32 pounds] 800 g [1.76 pounds]

450 g [1 pounds]

recommended temperature:
minimum 10° - 12°C (50°F - 54°F)

Use
When using the equipment for the first time, it is essential to carry out some preliminary preparatory operations; then you can move on to the processing phase.

PROCESSING

OPERATION TO CARRY OUT

WHAT IT IS FOR

WHEN TO CARRY IT OUT

REFERENCE CHAPTER AND PAGE

1

With the machine cold, carefully clean
guarantees optimal hygienic This operation must be performed at first
chapter Cleaning the appliance on
the external stainless steel surfaces and Cleanliness
conditions for processing.
page 25
use and, later, whenever necessary.
degrease and sanitize the plates.

2

If not already done by the installer
during testing, turn the machine on
and set the temperature at 160°C/ 320°F,
maintaining it for at least 1 hour, without
processing any food.
The hot-former must be supervised during
all this time.

3

This operation serves to improve the
smoothness of the dough on the plates
This operation must be carried out at first
Procedure for oiling and releasing the and consequently the final result.
chapter Oiling the plates and releasuse and after each thorough cleaning of
starch on the plates.
ing the starch on page 14
During this operation, wear kitchen gloves
the plates.
and be very careful not to burn yourself as
the plates are very hot.

4

Preparing the pizzeria counter.

5

Hot-forming the disks.

Ed. 0121 - 70702572 REV03
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This operation serves to let the moisture of
the insulating materials evaporate; during
this period, the machine could produce This operation must be performed only
chapter How to switch the appliance
unpleasant fumes and odours which when using the machine for the first time ON on page 9 and chapter How to
will gradually disappear in the following or after long periods of inactivity.
set the parameters on page 10
operating cycles.

After the dough disks have been flattened
and placed on the pizzeria counter, it
could happen that after the topping, there
This operation must be performed after
is some difficulty in picking them up with
each thorough cleaning of the pizza
the shovel.
counter or as required.
This happens because the disk of dough
normally releases humidity which makes it
stick to the pizzeria counter.

chapter Pizza counter preparation
procedure on page 16

chapter Hot-forming the disks on
page 20
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Use
Preliminary operations

3

OILING THE PLATES AND RELEASING THE STARCH

5

7

This operation must be carried out on first use and after each thorough cleaning of the plates.
Fig. 10

1 If not already done, degrease the plates with a product suitable for stainless steel surfaces

in contact with food; carefully remove the degreaser residues with a soft sponge soaked in
water and dry thoroughly.

2 Switch the appliance on, then:

• set the temperature of the upper and lower plates at 150°-160°C (302°F - 320°F);
• adjust the distance between the plates so as to form a disk of dough of the desired
diameter;
• set the contact time of the plates.
see chapter How to switch the appliance ON on page 9 and chapter How to set
the parameters on page 10

3 Prepare a floured dough ball near the Pizzaform.
4 Wait for the plates to reach the set temperature: the displays (A) and (C) show the real

A

temperatures of the upper and lower plates (in the example 70°C/ 158°F), to know the set
temperature (that is to be reached), press the “+” (E) or “-” (F) keys. The LEDs next to the
temperature supply some useful information:

the set temperature has been reached; it is possible to form the

C

Then pour a small amount of olive oil on a piece of kitchen paper.

4

5 Pass some oiled kitchen paper over the entire surface of the upper and lower plates.
Careful that the operation must be done with very hot plates so there
is a risk of burns. For this reason, pay full attention and wear suitable
protective equipment (e.g. kitchen gloves).

6 After oiling the plates, place the lightly floured ball of dough exactly in the centre of the

lower plate. It is very important to carry out this operation immediately after oiling
the plates to prevent the liquid part of the oil from evaporating, leaving a sticky
residue on the plates.
14

8

F

6

LED ON the set temperature has not been reached yet and the elements
of the plate are heating up to reach it (ex. 150°C/302°F); it is not yet possible
to form the disks
LED OFF
disks

E

Fig. 10

Use
7 Lower the protective grille. The lower plate will automatically get near the

3 upper plate to flatten the dough ball.5 After the set contact time, the lower

7

plate will go back to its starting position.

10

8 Release the protection grille and remove the disk of dough being careful not
to burn yourself on the warm plates (use personal protection equipment
such as heat insulating gloves).

9 Quickly remove the newly created disk and quickly roll it up into a ball (like
you do with a piece of paper to throw away). Reposition the ball just created
in the centre of the lower plate and proceed with a further pressing. Repeat
this operation 4 times.

10 You will get an exhausted dough that will have released all its starch on the
plates. Do not use this dough ball used for this procedure for food consumption.

A

E

8

F

6

C

4

9

x4

Fig. 11
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1

Use
PIZZA COUNTER PREPARATION PROCEDURE
After the dough disks have been flattened and placed on the pizzeria counter, it could happen
that after the topping, it is somewhat difficult to pick them up with the shovel.
This happens because, after flattening, the dough disks normally release humidity which makes
them stick to the pizzeria counter. To solve this problem, it is necessary to prepare the pizzeria
counter using one of the two methods proposed, equally valid and effective.

Fig. 12

1

Method 1

2

Fig. 12

1 2 3 Prepare the dough disk as usual.
Fig. 13
4 Wearing your gloves, remove the prepared disk from the plate of the hot-former and place
it on the counter;
5 wait for about 5 minutes and 6 then remove it: a slight trace of humidity will be left on
the counter.
7 Lightly dust the moisture area with flour.

8 Place the disc of dough on the flour and 9 use it to spread it evenly: a solidified starch
deposit will be created that will not allow the dough to stick to the counter.
10 If there is any excess flour, brush it off with a soft bristle brush.
The counter is ready for use.
Be careful when collecting the topped dough discs, the shovel should be kept as parallel as
possible to the pizza counter to facilitate the pizza collection operation and avoid removing the
solidified starch deposit.

2

3

16

Use
Fig. 13

9

4
7
6
8

5

5’’sec
10
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3

Use
Method 2
Fig. 14
1 Lightly spray the pizza counter with a mixture of water (90%) and oil (10%) (shake the
solution to mix the two compounds as much as possible).
2 Dust with flour where it is wet.

3

Fig. 14

water and oil mixture

H2O

90%

Fig. 15

+

4

1

OIL

10%

Examples:
To get ...
1 litre (1000 ml) of mixture:
900 ml of water and 100 ml of oil

2

1/2 litre (500 ml) of mixture:
450 ml of water and 50 ml of oil
250 ml of mixture:
225 ml of water and 25 ml of oil
Fig. 15

4

3 4 5 Prepare the dough disk as usual.
6 Equipped with gloves, remove the prepared disc from the plate of the hot-former, place it
on the floured surface and 7 use it to spread the flour evenly.
8 Wait about 5 minutes so that a starch "crust" is created which makes the pizza counter
non-stick in a completely natural way.
9 If there is any excess flour, brush it off with a soft bristle brush.
Be careful when collecting the topped dough discs, the shovel should be kept as parallel as
possible to the pizza counter to facilitate the pizza collection operation and avoid removing the
solidified starch deposit.
18

5

Use
Fig. 16

9
6

8

5’

7
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Use
Hot-forming the disks

Fig. 17

After carrying out the preliminary operations described in the previous chapter, it is possible to proceed with processing the
dough.
If necessary, reset the usage parameters:
• the temperature of the upper plate;
• the temperature of the lower plate;
• the distance between the plates
• the contact time of the plates
see chapter How to set the parameters on page 10
Fig. 17
Before starting to form the dough disks, both plates must reach the set temperature.
The displays (A) and (C) show the actual temperature of the upper (display A) and lower (display C) plates (in the example
70°C/158°F), on the other hand, to know the set temperature (that is the temperature to be reached), press the “+” (E) or “-”
(F) (upper plate temp.) keys or the “+” (G) or “-” (H) keys (lower plate temp.) (in the example the set temperature is 150°C/302°F).
The LEDs next to the temperature supply some useful information:

A

E

C

H G

actual temperature
Fig. 18

F

set temperature

1

LED ON the set temperature has not been reached yet and the elements of the plate are heating up to
reach it (ex. 150°C/302°F); it is not yet possible to form the disks
LED OFF

the set temperature has been reached; it is possible to form the disks

Fig. 18
1 Place a lightly floured dough ball exactly in the centre of the lower plate without flattening it while handling.
Take care not to get burned on the very hot surfaces of the plates (use personal protection equipment such as
heat-insulating gloves).
Find below some tips on the characteristics of the dough to use:
Weight of the dough

1

Dough temperature

The correct weight of the dough to process is Correct ripeness and temperature of the dough to be processed determine an easy achievement
1 of the diameter of the disk and a better result
important for a good end result.
during cooking; for this reason always use well ripened and not cold dough (remove it from the fridge at least two hours before starting to work).
Model

From ...

To ...

PZF30

160 g [0.35 lb]

300 g [0.66 lb]

PZF35

200 g [0.44 lb]

350 g [0.77 lb]

PZF40

250 g [0.55 lb]

450 g [1 lb]

PZF45

400 g [0.88 lb]

600 g [1.32 lb]

PZF50

600 g [1.32 lb]

800 g [1.76 lb]

recommended temperature: 10° - 12°C (50°F - 54°F) minimum
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1

Fig. 19

2 Lower the protective grille (1). The lower plate will

Fig. 21

Fig. 19

automatically get near the upper plate to flatten the
dough ball. After the set contact time, the lower plate will
go back to its starting position.

1

Fig. 20

3 Release the protective grille (1);

2

The protective grille must be released only when the
lower plate has finished flattening and has returned to
the starting position; however, if you want to anticipate
the ascent to reduce the diameter of the dough disk, release
the grille before the end of the cycle.

4 Remove the dough disk taking care not to get burned

1
on the very hot surfaces
of the plates (use personal

M
Fig. 20

1

protection equipment, such as heat-insulating gloves).
Check if the result is satisfactory, if not:
• try and modify the previously set parameters (temperatures,
contact time and distance between the plates), see
page 12;
• check the table on page 12 for some practical tips;
• check the table on page 22. 1

3

Switching the appliance OFF
Fig. 21
To switch the appliance off, press the ON/OFF (M) key.
When turned off, all the set data (plate temperatures and
contact times) 1
are stored and re-proposed when the machine
is restarted.
Do not use the red STOP button (N) to switch off the appliance.
It must be used only if really necessary and not as an ON/OFF
switch to be used at the end of every working day.

2
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Use
Problems during use
During use, some problems may occur that can be easily solved following the instructions detailed below.
PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED

The flattened disk sticks to the plates

The disk is not the desired size
The disk shrinks after flattening

PROBABLE CAUSES

SOLUTIONS FOR THE USER

Clean, oil and carry out the starch releasing procedure on the plates (see page 14)
The plate preparation procedure has not been This operation must be carried out after each thorough cleaning of the plates.
carried out (cleaning, oiling and starch release)
During this operation, wear kitchen gloves and be very careful not to burn yourself as
the plates are very hot
the temperature of the plates is too low

Check the set temperature (in case raise it up to 150°/160°C)

The thickness of the press is incorrect

Change the pressing thickness acting on the flattening adjustment lever

The dough has not completely ripened

Increase the ripening time

The dough is too cold

Use the dough with a minimum temperature of 10° - 12°C (50°F - 54°F).

The contact time between the plates is incorrect Increase the plate contact time slightly (recommended 0.6-0.8 seconds)
The ball was not positioned exactly in the centre
Position the ball exactly at the centre of the lower plate
of the plate
The shape of the ball before flattening was not
Roll it until you get a spherical shape
perfectly spherical

The shape of the dough disk is not perfectly
The temperature of the plates is too low
circular

Check the set temperature (in case raise it up to 150°/160°C)

Clean, oil and carry out the starch releasing procedure on the plates (see page 14)
The plate preparation procedure has not been This operation must be carried out after each thorough cleaning of the plates.
carried out (cleaning, oiling and starch release)
During this operation, wear kitchen gloves and be very careful not to burn yourself as
the plates are very hot

The just formed disk sticks to the pizza
Once formed, the disk normally release moisture It is necessary to prepare the pizzeria counter, carry out the procedure detailed on page 16
counter
The dough has not completely ripened
When cooking the pizza develops some
The dough is too cold
bubbles
The contact time setting is too high

Increase the ripening time
Use the dough with a minimum temperature of 10° - 12°C (50°F - 54°F).
Decrease the contact time of the plates

Releasing the protective grille during the
ascent of the lower plate, the movement Normal machine operation due to safety reasons
stops and is immediately reversed
The plate stops while flattening

To reset the normal operating conditions, unlock the emergency button rotating it clockwise
The appliance has been stopped pressing the
and restart the machine with the ON/OFF button; start a new cycle lowering the protective
emergency button during the ascent
grille again

While cooking, the pizzas do not develop a
See
nice edge

Fig. 9 page 11
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DISPLAYED MESSAGE

PROBABLE CAUSES

SOLUTIONS FOR THE USER

Check that the dough has ripened.
The dough is not completely ripened or it is too cold Check the temperature of the dough, it must not be too cold.
The displays show “Err” and “rOt” because the motor
Minimum recommended temperature 10° - 12°C (50°F - 54°F)
does not complete an ascent and a descent within the set The plate preparation procedure has not been carried Clean, oil and carry out the starch releasing procedure on the plates
time.
out (cleaning, oiling and starch release)
(see page 14)
Increase the thickness of the dough acting on the flattening adjustment
The pressed dough is too thin
lever
Check that there are no foreign bodies between the plates and the appliance
Foreign bodies between the plates or non-compliant is used as expected. To bring the plate to the starting position, do not force
use of the appliance
it, switch the machine off and on again and start a new cycle by lowering the
protective grille.
The top or bottom display shows “Err”.
Alarm message: a problem has occurred that prevents
Contact the service centre.
the appliance from operating normally.

The top display shows “Err” and the bottom shows “rES”
or “rEI”.
Alarm message: a problem has occurred that prevents
Contact the service centre.
the appliance from operating normally.

The top display shows “Err” and the bottom shows “rEF”.
Alarm message: a problem has occurred that prevents
Contact the service centre.
the appliance from operating normally.

The displays show “PiF 197”

To reset the conditions of use, unlock the emergency button rotating it in a
The appliance has been stopped pressing the
clockwise direction: the display will show “PIF 197” which is NOT an alarm
emergency button
but stands for the board version.
Power was disconnected and e reconnected to the
“PIF 197” is NOT an alarm, it is the board version.
appliance
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Special functions: automatic
switching on
The board is equipped with a special function for the automatic
switching on of the appliance (countdown) after a certain
number of hours set by the user.
Fig. 22
With the appliance display OFF (plug in, emergency STOP key
unlocked, ON/OFF key not ON) press the “ON/OFF” (M) key for
a few seconds to activate the function.
display (C) shows the time to automatic switch-on (in the
example 12 = means the machine will automatically switch on
in 12 hours).
To modify this value, use the “+” (G) or “-” (H) key until the
desired time is displayed (with a maximum limit of 99.5, that
is 99 hours and 50 minutes). When the digits stop flashing, the
time is stored.
A countdown starts straight away, at the end of which the
appliance will turn on automatically, with the parameters
(upper and lower temperature and contact time) set at the
time it was switched off.
While waiting for the switch on (therefore for the whole
countdown) the timer LED (I) flashes to indicate the function
is active.

Special functions: strike counter
G

Fig. 23
With the appliance display switched off (plug in, emergency
STOP key unlocked, ON/OFF key not ON), pressing the “+” (E)
key displays for five seconds the number of strikes performed
(that is the number of cycles performed).
The contactor is updated every five strikes.
Display (A) shows the thousands while display (C) shows the
hundreds, tens or the units.
Examples:
display (A): 0 (thousands)
display (C): 400 (hundreds)
400 cycles have been performed
display (A): 1 (thousands)
display (C): 4 (units)
1,004 cycles have been performed

C

H M

Fig. 22

A

display (A): 1 (thousands)
display (C): 40 (tens)
1,040 cycles have been performed
display (A): 1 (thousands)
display (C): 400 (hundreds)
1,400 cycles have been performed

If you wish to deactivate the function and switch the
appliance on straight away without waiting for the set time,
press the ON/OFF (M) key again.

C

If during the countdown the power supply is interrupted
(for example due to a blackout) the value reached is
saved to resume when the power supply is restored: for
example, if there were 4 hours before the oven was turned on
and the voltage is been suspended for 30 minutes, when the
power returns, there will still be 4 hours left to switch on.

Fig. 23
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Maintenance and cleaning
Warnings

Cleaning the appliance

Before any cleaning, it is necessary to switch off the
power to the appliance (acting on the system switch),
wear suitable personal protection equipment (e.g.
gloves, etc.) and wait for all parts of the appliance to cool down.
The user must carry out only routine maintenance, for extraordinary maintenance, contact a Service Centre requesting service from an authorised technician. The Manufacturer warranty
does not cover damages due to negligent or incorrect maintenance or cleaning (e.g. use of unsuitable detergents).

Cleaning the external steel parts

Any cleaning must be carried out with the product
completely cold and wearing adequate personal
protection devices (e.g. gloves, etc.).
When cleaning any part or accessory do NOT use:
• abrasive or powder detergents;
• aggressive or corrosive detergents (e.g. hydrochloric
or sulphuric acid, caustic soda, etc,). Caution! Never use these
substances also when cleaning the substructure/floor under
the appliance or its base;
• abrasive or sharp tools (e.g. abrasive sponges, scrapers, steel
brushes, etc.);
• steamed or pressurised water jets.
It is best to have an authorized service centre perform
maintenance and inspection on the appliance at least
once a year to ensure top working and safety conditions.
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Fig. 24

Fig. 24
Make sure that the power supply has been disconnected
and that the appliance temperature is not too high,
which could cause burns to the operator or damage the
cleaning tools.
Use a cloth soaked in hot soapy water and finish with a
thorough rinsing and drying, taking care to remove all traces
of detergent.

Degreasing and sanitizing of plates
Fig. 24
Make sure that the power supply has been disconnected and that the plates are at room temperature, so as
not to cause burns to the operator or damage the
cleaning tools.
If necessary, remove the coarser dough residues with a flat
scraper, being careful not to scratch the plates. Then, use a
cloth soaked in hot soapy water or, alternatively, use a neutral,
non-aggressive detergent suitable for cleaning components in
contact with food. Finish with a thorough rinsing and drying,
taking care to remove all traces of detergent.

Cleaning the display
Clean the display with a soft cloth and a little detergent for
delicate surfaces. Avoid using considerable quantities of
product since any infiltration may damage the display.
Avoid also using very aggressive detergents that may damage
the material the display is made of (polycarbonate).
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Maintenance and cleaning
Downtime for prolonged periods

Disposal at end of life

During any downtime, switch the power off. Protect the steel
outside surfaces passing over them with a soft cloth slightly
damp with Vaseline oil.
Before resuming operations:
• accurately clean the equipment and accessories;
• reconnect the equipment to the power;
• inspect the equipment before using it.

To avoid any unauthorised use and associated risks,
before discarding the machine make sure it cannot be
used; for this purpose, cut and remove the power cord
(once the equipment is unplugged).
Make sure no child can accidentally remain trapped inside the
cooking chamber, locking the door (for example, with adhesive
tape or locks).

Disposing of food residues
The ash and food residues removed when cleaning
must be disposed of according to the regulations in
force in the country where the product is used.
If in doubt, we suggest contacting the local authorities to ask
for the correct method of disposal.

Equipment disposal
Pursuant to art. 13 of Legislative Decree no. 49 of 2014
“Implementation of WEEE directive 2012/19/EU on
electric and electronic waste”, the barred bin symbol
specifies that the product was introduced on the
market after August 13, 2005 and that it must not be discarded
with other waste at the end of its working life but disposed of
separately. All the equipment has been made with recyclable
metal materials (stainless steel, iron, aluminium, zinc plate,
copper, etc.) that as a percentage make up more than 90% of
the weight. Attention must be paid to the management of this
product at the end of its life, reducing any negative impact on
the environment and improving the efficiency of resources,
applying the principles of “who pollutes pays”, prevention,
preparation for re-use, recycling and recovery. Please remember
that illicit or incorrect product disposal is punishable by law.
Information on disposal in Italy
WEEE equipment in Italy must be delivered to:
• to Collection Centres (also named eco-islands or
eco-platforms)
• the dealer where new equipment is purchased who must
withdraw it free of charge ("one to one" withdrawal).
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Information on disposal in European Union countries
The EU Directives on WEEE equipment has been adopted
in different ways by different countries, therefore in order to
dispose of this equipment correctly we suggest that you
contact your local authority or your dealer in order to ask the
correct method of disposal.

Warranty
• 8.1 Each Product sold is to be considered compliant when
delivered in the quantity, quality and type indicated in the
written Confirmation. Please refer to the provisions of art. 1.1.
• 8.2 The Seller warranties:
• (a) that the Products are free from defects in material and
workmanship, and
• (b) that (except in the case of defects known or to be
known by the Buyer) the Products are of merchantable
quality.
• 8.3 Any hidden defects of the Products must be reported in
writing by the Buyer within 8 days of discovery, under penalty of forfeiture. Packaging defects are excluded - even if they
have caused defects or damage to the internal Products; in
fact, packaging defects have to be reported at the time of
delivery, pursuant to art. 5.8 of the present General Conditions of Sale.
• Written notices by the Buyer for the Products defective shall
contain a full description of the defects and faults as well as
the mention of the delivery date and that of defect discovery
of the Products.
• Warranty is excluded if the defect derives from the Buyer’s actions, such as (and not limited to) incorrect installation of the
Product, use of the Product in a manner that does not comply
with the normal method of use, failure to comply with the
instructions contained in the “user and installation manual”,
tampering with the Product. Warranty does not cover normal
wear and tear of the Product due to use.
• The seller is responsible for defects that occur within one year
from the activation of the warranty as provided for in art. 8.12
of the present General Conditions of Sale.
• 8.4 The Seller shall have the right to examine, or have a representative examine, the defective Product and, should the
existence of the defect be ascertained, the Buyer shall be entitled to repair or replacement, at the sole final decision of
the Seller.
• Once the defect is reported, the Buyer must not use the Product until it is examined by the Seller or by their deputy. In case
the Seller realises that the Product was used after the notification of the complaint, the Buyer loses the right to obtain
replacement or repair.
• 8.5 Replacement or repair will take place under the following
terms:
• a) The Seller may repair the defective Products by going - or
sending a deputy - to the place where such Products are
located;
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• b) Alternatively, the Seller may repair the defective Product
at its own factory, or other place chosen by the Seller;
• c) Or alternatively, the Seller may opt for the replacement of
the defective Products.
In case the repair / replacement of the Products is not possible, the Seller will pay the Buyer a refund. Such refund shall
be subjected to quantification, yet must not exceed the price
paid for the Products. Any compenation for damage is excluded.
8.6 In case of repair of the Products at a place chosen by the
Seller or in case of replacement of the defective Products, the
shipment of the Product will be charged to the Buyer who
must send them, at his own expense and risk, to the place
indicated by the Seller.
8.7 In no case shall the Seller be held liable for any indirect
or consequential damages and/or loss of profit that the Buyer may suffer arising out of or caused by defective or faulty
Products such as (but not limited to) cancellation of orders by
customers, penalties for late deliveries, forfeitures or indemnifications of whatsoever nature.
8.8 The Seller shall indemnify and hold the Buyer harmless
from any liability or prejudices arising out of defective or
faulty Products, unless the alleged liability arises from any
negligent act or’ omission by the Buyer or any failure by the
Buyer to perform its obligations.
8.9 The Seller shall not be liable for damage to persons and /
or property that may derive from improper use of the Products and / or from any use, processing or transformation of
the Products that do not comply with their intended use and
/ or with the instructions provided by the Seller, except the
case of gross negligence or wilful misconduct by the Seller.
The Seller will also not be liable in the event of damage to
persons or property or in the case of malfunction or damage
or deterioration of the Product deriving from the fact that the
Product has been connected to a non-compliant electrical
system.
8.10 The Buyer shall not be able to raise any claim for personal
injury or damage to property other than those which are the
subject of the contract, or for loss of profit, unless it is clear
from the circumstances of the case that the Seller committed
“gross negligence” .
8.11 “Gross negligence” shall not include any and all lack of
adequate care and expertise, but it is to be intended as an
act or omission by the Seller which implies either a failure to
consider any serious risk that a conscientious supplier would
27

normally have foreseen as likely to occur, or a deliberate neglect of any risk deriving from such act or omission.
• 8.12 The validity of the Warranty hereto referred is subject
to activation on the website www.cuppone.com within 48
hours after the time the Product is installed.

Spare parts
• 9.1 Until and within 10 years as of the delivery of the Product, the Seller undertakes to assist the Buyer in identifying
the spare parts for the maintenance of the Product (if it is so
requested by the Buyer). In any case, the Seller is in no way
responsible for the failure to identify such sources.

Applicable law and multi-step clause
• 11.1 The Italian law, as the law of the Seller, shall govern the
sale under the present Terms and Conditions of sale.
• 11.2 Both the Seller and the Buyer exclude the application of
the Vienna Convention.
• 11.3 The parties shall defer the disputes arising out of the
present contract to a mediation attempt managed by the
Service of Mediation of the Chamber of Arbitration of Milan.
• If the mediation attempt fails, all disputes - included those of
not contractual nature - arising out of, related or connected
to the present General Conditions of Sale shall be settled by
arbitration under the Rules of the Chamber of Arbitration of
Milan (the Rules), by a sole arbitrator / three arbitrators, appointed in accordance with the Rules, which are deemed to
be incorporated by reference into this clause. The Arbitral Tribunal will judge according to the Italian law. The seat of the
arbitration will be in Milan (Italy). The language of the arbitration will be Italian.

Something is not working...
What to do in case of any malfunction

Model
Electrical parameters

• Check if there are any error messages on the display (see
table on page 23.)

Year of production

Message.................................................................................................................
• Note the product data (rating plate) and the date and number of the appliance purchase invoice.

MADE IN ITALY

2019

Mod. PZF/30DS - C5 - CP

Serial number.....................................................................................................
Model.......................................................................................................................

VOLTAC 3N - 400V, 50Hz-IPX1

Invoice date.........................................................................................................

KW

4,13

S/N PZF30DSC5CP 19073481

Invoice number.................................................................................................
• Read the chapter on warranty carefully.
Warranty - page 27.

Serial number

Fig. 25

• Call an authorised Service Centre or call the dealer directly
stating the appliance data. While waiting for Technical service, disconnect the appliance from the mains.

CUPPONE 1963
Cuppone F.lli S.r.l.
Via Sile, 36
31057 Silea (TV) - ITALY
T +39 0422 361143
F +39 0422 360993
info@cuppone.com - www.cuppone.com
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